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THE Clients

    HARING WOODS ASSOCIATES
      Haring Woods Associate’s approach will be to carry out a dynamic model of creative consultation Known as

Perception AREA.  This process will, in the first instance reveal how local people feel about these two
spaces as well as the wider environment.  Through the Perception AREA model communities will have the
opportunity to inform the design of the public realm through providing information focused on the concept
‘how I will use, not ‘what I want’.  This creates a framework where people can vision how they would like
these two spaces to be developed initially as part of the first phase of the current ‘Greening’ scheme and
their aspiration for future use.

ENFIELD TOWN PLANNING AND ENGINERES
Community Engagement is a key priority for Enfield and issues of involvement, empowerment and
engagement flow through all the plans for the Borough.  The Thematic Action Groups which monitor delivery
of the SCS all have engagement at their heart and the Enfield Community Empowerment Network plays a
key role in ensuring the involvement of the voluntary and community sector in decision-making. Other key
groups include the Local Area Forums and Safer Neighborhood Community Action Partnerships in Enfield.

Enfield has very diverse communities and a key priority for the Council is developing understanding between
communities, encouraging public participation, active citizenship and developing a sense of belonging.  They
also place a strong emphasis on volunteering.

The principles behind the place-shaping approach are about ensuring the involvement of local communities
and building their capacity to participate in planning.



THE Brief
Community consultation
Using a creative and innovative public engagement
process on the understanding and use of the
Holmsdale Tunnel and Painters Lane Pocket Park.

Exploring ‘sense of place’, use of, non use and
inspirational use of the two sites.
Identify and meet with key groups who will be
affected and may benefit from the future
developments.
Develop methods of creative engagement
Deliver creative consultation with identified key
groups through workshops and visits to capture
issues relating to use, non use and inspirational use.
Feedback information to the Project Team
throughout and after the engagement period to
inform the planning .
Support and test the development of any relevant
LB Enfield strategies e.g. Community Cohesion
Strategy, Children and Young Peoples Plan
produce a creative  outcome (the work) that
expresses the community’s value and pride.
Inform the design and implementation stages of the
Holmsdale Tunnel and Painters Lane Pocket Park
projects and the greening of the Hertford Road.
The resulting work should be dynamic, interactive
and presentable to council officers, members of the
community and councilors.
This work must also identify key individuals and
means of engaging them in order to support and test
the development of the sites.



Brain
 Storming



Influences

Ackroyd and Harvey



Concept
The Plotting Shed - Is the Grass
Greener on the other Side ?





Plotting
Digital plotting of all that take part



research



MA Project
Will run along side the “plotting shed” project and be an added outcome to the  outcomes in

the brief.
‘Growing Room’
1. A website designed to increase the research participants.
2. With a blog which will record and document the process
3. With a comments (notice board) area that can be contributed to: by participants in the

project and the client.
4. A screening area were some of the work in progress can be viewed and commented

on
‘The Learning Curve’
Through this process I aim to improve on all my computer skills
• Final Cut Pro
• Adobe Photoshop CS4 Pro
• Adobe After Effects CS4 Pro
• Adobe Flash CS4 PRO
• Web Design (Will use a template program)
• Adobe illustrator CS4 Pro
Planning
Research - Brain Storm with the client - Story board - Time Line - Consult with & Sell the idea

to the client - Costing - Contract - Schedule.



Possibilities and Outcomes





www.growingroom.co.uk


